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W- wake

S- skije

T - tuba

MPC

(PDV uključen)

KWSS-57-1522 Konop za tubu Sportstuff 2K T 199,00

KWAH-AHTR-42 Konop za tubu 4 osobe Airhead T 240,00

KWAH-AHTR-4000 Konop za tubu 4 osobe Airhead T 240,00

KWSS-57-1532 Konop za tubu Sportstuff 4K T 260,00

JO210008002 Konop za tubu 6 osoba T 371,00

KWSS-57-1542 Konop za tubu Sportstuff 6K T 330,00

JO210303001 Konop Bungee T 480,00

KWAH-AHTRB-50 Konop za tubu Bungee Airhead T 399,00

KWAH-AHTH-3 Konop za tubu samocentrirajući Airhead T 279,00
This 3,000-pound tensile strength tow harness is perfect for pulling skiers, wake boarders and up to 2 rider 

towables. A stainless steel pulley glides along the length of the rope to provide the optimum pull at all times. Simply 

clip it onto your boat with the 5,000-pound tensile strength hooks provided, and attach your ski or tube rope to the 

heavy duty Kwik-Connect. The 6" float ensures that the Kwik-Connect floats, away from your propeller. It's 12 feet 

long to fit pontoon and larger boats. Hook opening width 1/2”. Yellow / Black.

Add a little extra zing and excitement to your tubing! This 9/16" x 50 ft. tube rope has a 3/8" diameter bungee cord 

spliced inside. It's rated at 4,150 pounds tensile strength, conforming to WSIA recommendations for 1 - 4 rider 

tubes. You'll enjoy brief surges of speed as the bungee stretches and contracts. It reduces wear and tear on tubes 

and riders too, by absorbing sudden jerks from slack in the line. A Rope Keeper is included for convenient storage.

2375-pound (1.08 Mg) break strength! This rope is perfect for towing all Sportsstuff 1 and 2-rider tubes. Features a 

molded plastic caddy for easy storage. 60 Feet (18.3 meter) length. 

Features: Molded Plastic Caddy; 2375 Pound (1.08 Mg) Break Strength; Minimum Stretch Design

4100-pound (1.86 Mg) break strength! This heavy-duty rope is perfect for towing any tube with up to 4 riders. 

Features a molded plastic caddy for easy storage. 60 Feet (18.3 meter) length. 

Features: Molded Plastic Caddy; 4100 Pound (1.86 Mg) Break Strength; Minimum Stretch Design

6100-pound (2.77 Mg) break strength! This heavy-duty rope is for towing any tube with up to 6 riders. Features a 

molded plastic caddy for easy storage. 60 Feet (18.3 meter) length. 

Features: Molded Plastic Caddy; 6100 Pound (2.77 Mg) Break Strength; Minimum Stretch Design

Specs: 49ft/15m; Most extreme towrope on the market; Less stress on towable and boat; Break strength: 3235 

lbs/1465 kg; 

Specs: 55ft/17m; Ideal for watersleds and multi-person towables, holds up to 6 persons; 16 strands, 152 filament 

rope, break strength: 6100 lbs/2767 kg; Float attachment; Holds up to 6 person towables

This tube tow rope has 2 sections, giving you the option to be either 50 or 60 feet behind the boat depending on 

wake and water conditions. The pre-stretched UV-resistant 5/8 inch diameter 16-strand rope exceeds the 4,150 

pound break strength required by the WSIA for 4 rider tubes. A Rope Keeper is included for convenient storage.

This heavy-duty 16 strand 9/16 inch x 60 foot tube tow rope is rated at 4,150 pounds tensile strength! Engineered 

to pull the big 3 and 4 rider tubes, this rope will stand the test of time. It has a unique Rasta color scheme with a 6-

inch loop spliced at each end. A Rope Keeper is included for tangle-free storage.
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KWAH-AHTH-8HD Konop za tubu  Heavy Duty Airhead T 320,00

KWAH-AHWR-1 Konop za Wakeboard Airhead W - S 430,00

KWAH-AHWR-13LB Konop za Wakeboard Airhead - Spectra W - S 899,00

JO210001052 Konop Sport Series 8 section W - S 458,00

JO210006002 Konop Transfer W - S 285,00

KWAH-AHSR-1 Konop za skijaša Airhead 75ft W - S 160,00

JO210006001 Konop Kick Off W - S 175,00

JO210008007 Konop Easy Deep Deluxe 15" W - S 499,00

JO210008003 Konop Combo Max za wakeboard W - S 645,00

JO210011002 Konop Advanced Eva za wakeboard W - S 588,00

JO210012003 Konop Austin za wakeboard W - S 752,00

This 1 section ski rope has an aluminum floating handle and molded end caps for safety and comfort. The 16-strand 

75 foot long rope is UV-treated and pre-stretched. A Rope Keeper is included.

This watersports tow harness is equipped with oversized extra heavy duty hooks. They’re perfect for hooking up to 

troublesome pontoon tow points. It’s extra long, 16 feet, to stretch across wide beams. Engineered to tow skiers, 

wake boarders and up to 4 rider towables, simply clip it onto your stern eyes and attach your ski or tube rope to the 

heavy duty Kwik-Connect. The 6” float ensures that the Kwik-Connect floats, away from your propeller. Hook 

opening width 3/4”. Yellow / Black.

This low stretch rope provides professional wakeboard rope quality at half the price. The 15" double-density EVA 

PHAT GRIP handle is machined to provide a superior grip for optimum performance. It has a high strength 

aluminum core, 4" finger protectors and foam floats. The 6" TPR covered aluminum handle provides extra leverage 

and pull for spins and inverted tricks. The bridle is fully encased in flexible vinyl for protection against abrasion and 

wear. The low stretch 16-strand 30-filament rope has 4 sections with take-off loops (5, 35,10,10,10) for all riding 

styles. A Rope Keeper is included for tangle-free storage.

Specs: 15” Logo graphic grip with 2 section 70ft mainline

Soft-molded EVA foam with aluminum core; Grip diameter: ø 28mm; 16-strand deep V line for easier slalom starts; 

Finger protection on handle for safety; 15”: 2 floats; 1 x 55ft (1676cm) section; 1 x 15ft (457cm) section

These wakeboard ropes will give you swagger! They sparkle in the sun and glow in twilight! The extravagant look 

compliments the luxury of high end boats, adds a little class to lesser boats and makes you look like a watersports 

pro! BLING series ropes are one of a kind. Shiny and reflective material is braided together with top quality Poly E 

over a Spectra core. These 75 foot wakeboard ropes have 4 take-off sections, 5ft, 5ft, 10ft and 10ft., resulting in 

rope lengths of 75 ft., 70 ft., 65 ft., 55 ft. and 45 ft.. The spectra core gives this tiny rope a phenomenal 2,000 lb. 

break strength and no stretch. The handle has an aluminum core, a 15 in. EVA grip and full finger protectors.

Specs: 12” smooth grip with 2/5/8 section 75ft mainline 

Tacky team handle with strong aluminum core; Grip diameter: ø 28mm; Sectioned for perfect shortening; 

Competition shortenings; Rope shortening according to official competition standard

Specs: 12” handle incl. 5ft line, 60ft mainline

12-strand ski rope with rubber grip; Grip diameter: ø 28mm

Specs: 12” handle incl. 5ft line, 60ft mainline 

Recreational rope; 8-strand ski rope with EVA foam grip; Grip diameter: ø 28mm

Specs: 15” Diamond grip + 6” V-grip with 4 section 65ft mainline; Logo graphic EVA foam grip; Rope with minimum 

to no stretch;  Grip diameter: ø 28mm;  Ideal for all levels of wakeboarding; 9” floats; EVA foam diamond V-grip 

handle to help perform wrapped tricks; 1 x 50ft (1524cm) section; 3 x 5ft (152cm) sections

15” grip with 4 section 60ft mainline; Logo graphic EVA foam grip; Rope with little to no stretch; Grip ø 27mm; 9” 

pencil floats; 60ft Mainline 1 x 45ft (1372cm) 3x5ft (152cm) section

Specs: 15” grip with 5ft Spectra rope; A soft EVA foam handle with a nice sticky leather layer around it; Slick and 

lightweight nylon-molded end caps; Grip diameter: ø 28mm; 5ft Spectra rope covered with slim PVC piping; 

Extremely lightweight
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JO210111001 Konop Frontier Diamond za wakeboard W - S 643,00

JO210808003 Konop Sport Series 5 section W - S 393,00

JO210811001 Konop Lockdown za wakeboard W - S 534,00

JO210207001 Konop Watersports Bridle bez koloturnika 262,00

JO210209002 Konop Watersports Bridle sa koloturnikom 349,00

JO410102005 Konop magnum Bridle 262,00

KWAH-AHTH-9 Konop za privez  Airhead 14ft 350,00

KWJL-PWCD-2 Konop za privez PVC 120,00

JO210006005 Konop Quick Release 285,00

JO210101069 Konop Bridle Stainless Steel Hooks 245,00

JO210001056 Konop za psa 180,00

We combined the popular self-centering feature of our top selling rope tow harness with a durable cable. Heavy 

duty 5,000 lb. hooks connect the tow harness to your boat. The extra long 14 ft. cable fits most larger boats. As the 

stainless steel pulley glides along the cable, it keeps the tow point centered for the optimum pull at all times. Tow 

rope hook-ups are easy with the heavy duty Kwik-Connect. Designed for water skiing, wakeboarding, kneeboarding 

and 1 or 2 rider towables. 3,000 lb. tensile strength. Hook opening width 1/2”.

Specs: 12” smooth grip with 2/5/8 section 75ft mainline; Tacky team handle with strong aluminum core; Grip 

diameter: ø 28mm; Sectioned for perfect shortening; Competition shortenings; Rope shortening according to official 

competition standard

Large size Quick Release with rope and wrist seal; fits all Jobe “Quick connector” buckles attached to the tow points 

of towables

These dock lines are incredibly versatile and functional. A giant snap hook is spliced to one end for attaching to ski 

eyes, cleats, bow eyes and mooring rings. There's a 10" loop on the other end for attaching to dock cleats. Finished 

length is 7 ft. Great for PWC's and jet boats. 2 per package.

Specs: 15” tractor grip with 5ft Spectra rope; Pro handle with 5mm die-cut EVA foam Smooth grip; Grip diameter: ø 

27.5mm; 9” pencil floats; 5ft strong Spectra rope with slim PVC piping

Ideal for water sleds and multi-person towables; Ultra-strong karabiner style clips;  Rope break strength: 4100 

lbs./1860 kg; Float to keep rope away from propeller

Specs: 6ft / 183cm

Specs: 4ft/122cm; Ultra-strong carabiner style clips; Pulley reduces stress on boat’s (D) rings; Rope break strength: 

2375 lbs/1077 kg; Float to keep rope away from propeller

Specs: 8’/244cm; Length of the rope can be adjusted easily; Break strength: 1170 lbs/530 kg; Floating pulley to keep 

rope away from propeller and for a smoother ride

Specs: 15” grip with 5ft PE-coated Spectra rope; Leather grip attractively finished with diamond  stitching; Grip 

diameter: ø 28.5mm; 4mm EVA foam smooth layer under the leather layer; Spectra rope covered with slim PVC 

piping; Extremely lightweight

Rope break strength: 2375 lbs/1077 kg; Float to keep rope away from propeller; Water Sports Bridle Stainless Steel 

Hooks
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